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the Redbase story

THE NEW STANDARD OF TONE!

from this

to that

When the Shuguang factory was closed, it sparked

the idea of creating an entirely new tube-line.

Not only did we want to create good, but the best

tubeswepossibly could.We teamedupwith a new

production partner and combined

all the know-how.

After

designing

themock-ups and

developing early prototypes, the

first REDBASE was built. The 6L6GCM-STR is

claimed to be the best 6L6 tube to ever be

manufactured. Due to its success, the REDBASE

line has been expanded to include more tubes.

And this is just the beginning…
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… up next in 2022
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With silky highs,
defined, deep bass and lots of
headroom, we recommend the
TAD 6L6GCM-STR REDBASE
for lively clean sounds as well as
a powerful broadband power
amplifier for multi-channel
amps.

The complex
midrange and sweet highs

are a class of their own. The
TAD 6L6WGC-STR REDBASE

is our recommendation
for a classic tone with warm
cleans and rich, sweet mids
when pushed. Great for fat
jazz or blues tones and our
favorite option for all open

back combos.

Pure power and the typical sag
have been the distinguishing
characteristics of themost

popular guitar amps played by
guitar heroes since the 1960s.
Our TADGZ34-STR REDBASE

is the perfect fit for this job.

The TAD 6V6GT-STR REDBASE
shines with the typical NOS
"sweet top end" and at the same
time a strikingly dense and
complexmidrange. Evenwhen
pushed into saturation expect a
full-bodied and singing sustain.

The TAD EL34-STR REDBASE
provides a gorgeous, dynamic
and amazingly open in-yer-face-
tone with just the right amount
of angriness, bite and grind.
Expect a clear, harmonic and
open top end, a lovely spot-on
midrange, with vocal low-mids
and a great bass response.

… but wait, there will be more!

12BH7A | 12AU7/ECC82 | 6550A
EL84 | 6SN7GT | 12AT7/ECC81 | KT66

* The last digit of the part number corresponds
to the number of tubes in a set.

our current collection


